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Bedliner.comDealers Realizing Tremendous Profits Above All Other Spray in
Bedliners.

Bedliner.comoffers a superior spray on bedliner enabling its dealers to out earn their
competitors. The training experience at their coporate training facility gives their dealers
immediate success.

(PRWEB) January 23, 2005 -- Bedliner.com offers a unique experience for their new dealers. No other bedliner
company gives the hands on training that a new dealer recieves with this company.Most new dealers not only
leave the facility as an "expert applicator" they are also experts at graphics application for your bedliner as well
as improved marketers for their entire product line.

The startup costs are extremely affordable yet the value added benefit of training at the corporate facility makes
it automatic for dealer success. Simmons Industries, Inc., the parent company and founder of bedliner.com
offers a spray in bedliner second to none. Their high gloss colors, that maintain their richness and shine above
all other liners, is one reason their dealers succeed easily. Also their unique technology for permanent, durable
graphics "sprayed-in" to the bed, give any truck owner the complete personal expression.

It is easy to succeed when you can compete with a superior product that comes from a company with superior
support. The truck aftermarket industry continues to boom and spray on bedliners are the most popular
accessory.Whether you are an existing accessory store owner looking for added benefits or someone just
starting out in this business, it is hard to go wrong with bedliner.com. After all, what better web domain to be
associated with if you were wanting to be known as a bedliner installer. Check them out, you wont be sorry.
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Contact Information
Ken Simmons
Simmons Industries, Inc.
http://www.bedliner.com
877-395-4637

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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